There exists two basic intuitions related to our considerations -one corresponds to the notion of similarity and the other to the notion of approximation. Intuitively speaking, if the object χ is similar to the object y then also the object y is similar to x. It is also reasonable to assume that every object χ is similar to itself. Therefore, to the intuitive notion of similarity corresponds on the formal level the reflexive and symmetric relation (usually called tolerance).
Β = (Β, U, Π, 0,1) will be always a complete and atomic Boolean algebra. At Β will denote the set of all atoms of B. By h we denote the Stone's isomorphism (see Sikorski [5] p. 28).
An information system (deterministic) is a quadruple (U, ß, V,/) where U is a set of objects, Ω stands for a set of attributes, V is a set of attributes values and f : U χ Ω V is a function (called information function), (see [2] ). For every subset PC fi an indiscernibility relation Ind(P) Ç U 2 is defined in the following way : for any x,y £ U χ Ind(P)y iff f(x, a) = f(y, a) for every a € Ρ (see [2] ).
A nondeterministic information system is an ordered tuple S = (U, Ω, V, F) where U is a set, Ω is a finite set, V is a set and F is a function F-.υχΩP (V) \ {o}. For every Ρ Ç Ω we define the following binary relation sim(P), called similarity relation : for x, y G U χ sim(P)y iff Va G PF(x, a) Π F(y, a) φ $ (see [3] ).
CONVENTION, if Ρ = {a} i.e. Ρ is a one element set, we shall write sim(a) instead of sim({a}).
For every set X Ç U we define upper approximation of X in the following way sim p X = {u 6E U :
6 X, usim(P)x} and the lower approximation of X simpX = -sim p (-X).
In other words simp is a dual operator to sim p . A structure Β = (P(^),U,D,~,0,í7,{sim p : Ρ Ç Ω}) (or (P([f), sim p )pçi? for short) is called the similarity based algebra of the Ω type derived from the information system S.
The next definition presents axioms for an abstract similarity approximation algebra (SAA) of type Ω. The idea is to abstract the properties of the operator sim p as an operator Tp. 
Proof. We define the system (U, Ω, V, F) in the following way UAt Β; Ω is the same set as above i.e. it is the type of the similarity approximation algebra < Β,Τρ >pçn, V = Pi{U) U Pi(U) the family of subsets of U of cardinality at most 2. The function F will be defined in the following way, for χ G U and a 6 Ω, F :
We show now that for every x, y € U, Ρ C Ω, χ sim(P)y iff χ < Tpy. Assume first that χ = y. Then obviously F(x,a) Π F(y,a) = F(x,a) φ 0, so χ sim(a)x holds. On the other hand χ < T a x in view of the axiom 1.
Next assume that χ φ y. We have:
; } and {21,22} = {y,y'} iff (i) (21 = χ = y' and 22 = y = χ') or (ii) (2 = x' = y and 2 = χ = y'). Assume that (i) holds. In case (ii) is satisfied the proof is analogical. Thus {21,2 2 } = {x, y} = {y', χ'} e F(x, α) Π F(y, a) iff χ < T a y and y < T a x. We have proved that: χ sim(a)j/ iff χ < T a y and y < T a x. Now for any Ρ Ç Ω we have χ sim(P)y iff Va e Ρ F(x, a) D F(y, α) φ 0 iff Va G Ρ χ < T a y and y < T a x. In view of the axiom 4 we obtain x < fi T a y = T P y and < f) T a x = T P x.
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So finally χ sim(P)j/ iff χ < Tpy and y < Tpx or equivalently (see axiom 4) xsim(P)?/ iff χ < Tpy. Now we recall the corollary from the Stone's representation theorem for Boolean algebras (see Sikorski [5] p. 28): For every element χ of a Boolean algebra Β let h{x) be the set of all atoms α of Ρ such that α < χ. The mapping h is a homomorphism of Β into the field of all subsets of the set X = /i(l) of all atoms. If Β is atomic, then h is an isomorphism.
Using this theorem we prove now the following fact: for every χ £ Β sim p (h(x)) = h(Tp(x)). (Therefore, with respect to this isomorphism h we can write sim p = Tp). On the other hand we have the following h(Tp(X)) = Λ ( sup {Tpu : u < χ and u e U}) =
The system constructed in the above theorem will be called the information system determined by the algebra < Β,Τρ >ρςη· Let us mention that the relation of isomorphism between the information systems is the equivalence relation.
COROLLARY. If {U,Q,V,F) is the system determined by the algebra (Β,Τρ)pçn and (P(U),sim p )pçn is the algebra derived from the system {υ,Ω,ν,Γ) then (B,Tp)pçn is isomorphic to {P(U),sim p )pçn•

Now we will prove that if (P(U), sim p ) is derived from {U, Ü,V,F) and if
THEOREM 2. If {P(U),sim p )pçn is the similarity approximation algebra derived from the system {U, Ω, V, F) and if(U', Ω', V', F') is the information system determined by the algebra (Β,Τρ)ρςη then the systems (U, Ü,V,F)
and
Proof. The mappings ¿u, in are defined as follows: iu U -> U', iu(x) = {χ}; ¿í?(a) = a for every α 6 Ω. As a consequence the conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Now, let us assume that for a £ Ω and x,y 6 U we have  F(x, a)CiF(y, a) φ 0. In view of the definition of the similarity approximation algebra determined by the information system we infer that: U' -P\(U), Ω' = Ω, and F'({x},a) = {{{z},{t/}} : {z} < sim a {y}}. This implies that
Finally, let us observe that every tolerance relation may be represented as a similarity relation in a properly chosen information system. Namely, it holds: (a) T0 = 0, tU = U
The operation δ conjugated to r is defined in the following way: for any
Re m ark. Even if Χ Π Y = 0 and if δ is an equivalence it is not true in general that δΧ U 6Y = 6(X U Y). There are some properties of our operators connecting the boolean structures of P(U) and Ρ(Ω). It is now a standard matter to formulate a modal logic with a family of possibility and necessity operators, which can be interpreted in the similarity based algebra (of the corresponding type) or -equivalently -in the tolerance based algebra.
Let us finally notice that every relational system can be represented in terms of the information system.
